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It's all change at the States of Guernsey with the Housing (Control of Occupation) (Guernsey) Law, 1994 being replaced by the Population Management (Guernsey) Law, 2016 and The Open Market Housing Register (Guernsey) Law, 2016 on the 3 April 2017.

So, are you ready? What do you need to do (if anything)?

Licences are out. Permits are in.

Below is a quick guide to the new provisions. [Click here for a printer friendly version for your wall.](#)

**Employment**

Out go the Right to Work documents and in comes a system of Employment Permits.

These will come in several different flavours:
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**Residence**

The system of Housing Licences is replaced by Residence Certificates and Permits. Broadly speaking Certificates are issued to the householder, and Permits are for individuals connected to that householder.
Milestones

These are two important steps along the way to gaining full and permanent rights of residency in the island.

The first milestone is 8 consecutive years' of lawful local market residence and an Established Resident Certificate is issued.

The second milestone is 14 consecutive years' of lawful local market residence with a Permanent Resident Certificate being issued.

Points to note

All Permits and Certificates, except Permanent Residence Certificates, become invalid if the holder leaves Guernsey.

Once the duration of a certificate or permit has expired, the holder must take a "Recognised Break in Residency" (an absence from Guernsey at least as long as the last period of residence in Guernsey).

There are transitional arrangements in place to manage the change from the old law to the new.
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For more information or specific advice, please get in touch.
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